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AGGRESSIVE PANHANDLING LEGISLATION
AND FREE SPEECH CLAIMS:
BEGGING FOR TROUBLE
I. INTRODUCTION

Well, whiles I am a beggar, I will rail
And say there is no sin but to be rich;
And being rich, my virtue then shall be
To say there is no vice but beggary.'
Cities across the United States have experienced an enormous increase
in poverty and homelessness. 2 Residents find themselves running a
gauntlet of belligerent and intimidating beggars with each trip to work. 3
The deterioration in urban quality of life has left many with the sense that
the system has broken down and is spinning out of control.' People who
used to lend a helping hand now ignore the needy as their attitudes shift
from apathy to anger.5 In an effort to answer this cry of frustration,
many municipalities are vigorously enforcing newly-created ordinances
that proscribe the conduct of panhandlers who attempt to solicit money
from the public.'
This note examines the constitutionality of statutory proscriptions of
panhandling as reflected in current and pending federal case law. Part II
of this note explores the background of charitable solicitation and its
protection under the First Amendment.'
Part Ill discusses recent
developments in the law and the regulation of the act of begging,'
examining the Second Circuit's holding in Young v. New York City Transit
1.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, THE LIFE AND DEATH OF KING JoHN act 2, sc. 1

(Abbey Library 1977).
2. See Jason DeParle, Report to Clinton Sees Vast Extent of Homelessness, N.Y.
TIMES, Feb. 17, 1994, at Al (stating that the Clinton Administration endorses recent
estimates that as many as seven million Americans found themselves homeless at some
point in the late 1980s).
3. See Nancy R. Gibbs, Begging: To Give or Not To Give, TIME, Sept. 5, 1988, at
68 (discussing the homelessness crisis faced in various U.S. cities).
4. See Craig Horowitz, How Bad Ls It?, N.Y. MAG., Oct. 18, 1993, at 58, 60. See
also Michael Stephens, Once, We Were Compassionate, N.Y. TIMEs, Oct. 3, 1993, at
CY19 (discussing the fear and anger the author feels towards the homeless).
5. See Rick Bragg, Homeless Seeing Less Apathy, More Anger, N.Y. TIMES, Feb.
25, 1994, at Al.
6. See infra notes 139-55 and accompanying text.

7. See infra notes 15-57 and accompanying text.
8. See infra notes 58-116 and accompanying text.
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Authority,9 which upheld a restriction on panhandling in the transit
authority subway system.1" This section also explores two cases that
overturned New York and California state laws prohibiting
panhandling." These cases indicate that general bans on panhandling are
unconstitutionally vague, overbroad, and deprive beggars of their First
Amendment right to free speech. Part IV analyzes current local legislation
narrowly aimed at "aggressive panhandling" to speculate whether it will
collapse under the weight of constitutional scrutiny. 12
Part V concludes that blanket state bans on panhandling are
unconstitutional and that courts have chosen a path favoring safeguards for
a beggar's right to solicit charity. 13 However, narrowly drawn statutes
aimed at aggressive behavior may withstand constitutional scrutiny as long
as there is a substantial governmental interest in controlling the aggressive
conduct and the narrowly tailored
restriction leaves open ample alternative
14
channels of communication.
II. BACKGROUND
The First Amendment of the Constitution states that "Congress shall
make no law . . .abridging the freedom of speech."' 5 The Supreme
Court first extended this freedom to the area of charitable solicitation in
the landmark case of Cantwell v. Connecticut.16 Cantwell involved a
state statute that prohibited the solicitation of contributions by religious,7
charitable, or philanthropic causes without government approval.1
Although the Supreme Court struck down the statute as an invalid restraint
on the free exercise of religion,"8 the Court has subsequently construed
Cantwell to stand for the principle that charitable solicitation is protected
by the First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of speech."' The
9. 903 F.2d 146 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 984 (1990).
10. Id. at 164.
11. See infra notes 75-107 and 109-114 and accompanying text.
12. See infra notes 117-206 and accompanying text.
13. See infra Part V and accompanying text.
14. See infra Part V and accompanying text.
15. U.S. CONST. amend. I.
16. 310 U.S. 296 (1940).
17. See id. at 301-02.
18. See id. at 303.
19. See Virginia State Bd. of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council,
Inc., 425 U.S. 748, 761 (1976) (citing Cantwell for the proposition that speech does not
lose its First Amendment protection even though it may involve a solicitation of money).
See also Bates v. State Bar of Ariz., 433 U.S. 350, 363 (1977) (citing Cantwell among
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Cantwell Court was careful to note, however, that solicitation for religious
causes was not exempt from "general and non-discriminatory

legislation."'

Village of Schaumburg v. Citizens for a Better Environmen21 is the
case most recognized for the proposition that charitable solicitation is
within the First Amendment's protection. ' The Court in Schaumburg

struck down a municipal ordinance prohibiting the solicitation of
contributions by charitable organizations that do not use at least 75 percent

of their receipts for charitable purposes.'

The Court stressed that while

solicitation of funds is subject to reasonable regulation,' such regulation

should not inhibit the informational flow of views on economic, political,
or social issues.'
Two other charitable solicitation cases complete what has been
referred to as "The Schaumburg Trilogy."' These cases, Secretary of
State of Maryland v. Joseph H. Munson Co. ,' and Riley v. National
Federation of the Blind,' gave the Supreme Court the opportunity to

strike down legislation that attempted to regulate charitable solicitation.29
In each case, the challenged legislation imposed limits on fees and

expenses that professional fundraisers were allowed to deduct from the
those cases that long protected speech even if it was in the form of solicitation to pay or
contribute money).
20. Cantwell, 310 U.S. at 304.
21. 444 U.S. 620 (1980).
22. See, e.g., Riley v. National Fed'n of the Blind, 487 U.S. 781, 788 (1988)
(citing Schaumburg for the proposition that charitable solicitations involve a variety of
speech interests that are within First Amendment protection); Secretary of State of Md.
v. Joseph H. Munson Co., 467 U.S. 947, 959 (1984) (stating that the Schaumburg Court
determined that charitable solicitations are so intertwined with speech that they are
entitled to First Amendment protection). See also Loperv. New York City Police Dep't,
999 F.2d 699, 704 (2d. Cir. 1993) (stating that, under Schaumburg, charitable
solicitations are within First Amendment protection).
23. Schaumburg, 444 U.S. at 639.
24. Id. at 632.
25. Id.
26. Young v. New York City Transit Auth., 903 F.2d 146, 154-55 (2d. Cir. 1990).
27. 467 U.S. 947 (1984).
28. 487 U.S. 781 (1988).
29. See Munson, 467 U.S. at 969-70 (barring a Maryland statute that attempted to
limit fundraising activity); Riley, 487 U.S. at 803 (holding that the North Carolina
Charitable Solicitations Act was unconstitutional).
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amounts raised by charitable fundraising activities.' The legislation was
held to be an inept attempt to control fraud and created an unnecessary
restriction on protected First Amendment activity."
The Court in Munson relied heavily on Schaumburg to conclude that
"charitable solicitations are so intertwined with speech that they are
entitled to the protections of the First Amendment." 32 Four years later,
in Riley, the Court re-examined the issue of legislation restricting
charitable solicitation, and again concluded that it was an impermissible
burden on free speech. 3
However, neither Schaumburg, nor its
34
progeny, extend First Amendment protection to the act of begging.
These cases merely hold that "there is a sufficient nexus between
solicitation by organized charities and a 'variety of speech interests' to
invoke protection under the First Amendment."'
Only a limited number of cases address the constitutional challenges
to laws restricting begging. In the year before the stock market crash that
brought on the Great Depression, the North Carolina Supreme Court, in
State v. Hundley,l upheld a municipal statute that required permits to
beg or solicit funds in public places. 37 The statute in Hundley reflected
an attempt to insulate the wealthy from a growing number of less fortunate
individuals.
Almost fifty years later, in Ulmer v. Municipal Court,39
the California Court of Appeal upheld a statute that provided that anyone
"who accosts other persons in any public place or in any place open to the
public for the purpose of begging or soliciting alms"' is guilty of a
30. See Munson, 467 U.S. at 950 ("Section 103D prohibits . . . [a charitable]
organization, in connection with any fundraising activity, from paying or agreeing to pay
as expenses more than 25% of the amount raised"); Riley, 487 U.S. at 784-85 ("As
amended, the Act prohibits professional fundraisers from retaining an 'unreasonable' or
'excessive' fee, a term defined by a three-tiered schedule. A fee up to 20% of the gross
receipts collected is deemed reasonable.") (footnotes omitted).
31. Munson, 467 U.S. at 966-68.
32. Id. at 959.
33. Riley, 487 U.S. at 789, 803 (holding that North Carolina's three-tiered schedule
of "reasonable fees" was an unconstitutional infringement upon free speech because the
Act was not narrowly tailored to the state's interest in preventing fraud).
34. Young v. New York City Transit Auth., 903 F.2d 146, 155.
35. Id.
36. 142 S.E. 330 (N.C. 1928).
37. Id. at 332.
38. See id.
39.

127 Cal. Rptr. 445 (1st Dist. 1976).

40.

CAL. PENAL CODE § 647(c) (West 1988).
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The court in Ulmer declined to recognize First
misdemeanor.41
Amendment protection of panhandling because "[b]egging and soliciting

for alms do not necessarily involve the communication of information or
opinion.'

In 1984, however, the Florida District Court of Appeal, in C. C.B. v.

Florida,' held a statutory ban on begging,"1 similar to that in Ulmer,

to be constitutionally deficient. 5 The Florida court distinguished C. C.B.

from Ulmer by pointing out that the California statute was limited solely
to the proscription of beggars who "accost" passersby.' The court cited
the legislative history, noting that the California statute was aimed at the
conduct of individuals who accost others for handouts and does not extend
to those beggars who merely sit or stand by the wayside. 7 Because the
Florida statute was a total prohibition of begging,' the court concluded
that it was an unconstitutional intrusion on First Amendment freedom of
speech rights.49 However, the court in C. C.B. recognized that the right
to beg was not absolute and may be limited by "strict guidelines and
definite standards, closely related to permissible municipal interests." 51

41. Id.
42. Ulmer, 127 Cal. Rptr. at 447.
43. 458 So. 2d 47 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1984).
44. JACKSONVILLE, FLA. MUN. ORD. § 330.105. The ordinanceprovides: "It shall
be unlawful in a class-C offense for anyone to beg or solicit alms in the streets or public
places of the city or exhibit oneself for the purpose of begging or obtaining alms." Id.
(cited in C. C.B., 458 So. 2d at 48). However, this ordinance has been amended and
renumbered and now proscribes begging in a hotel, office, or building in the city without
first receiving written permission to do so from the owner of the premises.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. MuN. ORD. § 614.106(b).
45. C.C.B., 458 So. 2d at 50.
46. See id. at 49-50.
47. Id. at 49 (quoting Ulmer, 127 Cal. Rptr. at 455 (citing 2 Assem. J. Appendix
(1961 Reg. Sess.) Assem. Interim Com. Rep. (1959-1961) Crim. Proc. pp. 12-13)). The
legislative history of the statute stated:
[The California statute] is framed in this manner in order to exclude from one
ambit of the law the blind or crippled person who merely sits or stands by the
wayside, the Salvation Army worker who solicits funds for charity on the
streets at Christmas time and others whose charitable appeals may well be left
to local control.
C.C.B., 458 So. 2d at49.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Id. at 48.
Id.at 50.
See id.
Id.
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The lack of case law defining the parameters of beggars' rights may
be due to the beggars' lack of means to challenge their convictions. 2
Additionally, police officers use the statutes as a threat to control

panhandling activity without actually arresting the beggar."
selective arrests are often dismissed before charges are filed.'

Finally,
This

precludes any opportunity for judicial review.55 In spite of these factors,

enough cases have emerged to explore the Constitutional issues of two
types of statutes: broad general proscriptions of begging, 56 and narrowly
focused "aggressive panhandling" statutes. 57

III. GENERAL PRoscRIToNs OF BEGGING
In 1990, in Young v. New York City Transit Authority,58 the Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit upheld a prohibition against begging in
the New York City public transit facilities.59 By a two-to-one decision,

the court held that an amended transit authority regulation, Title 21,
section 1050.6 of the New York Compilation of Codes, Rules and
Regulations' was constitutional. 61 The court determined that the First
Amendment did not protect begging as expressive conduct because the

action "is not inseparably intertwined with a 'particularized message.'"62
52. See id. at 48 (stating that "[w]e find a dearth of cases in our state to give us
guidance and would opine that such scarcity is due to this particular segment of society
not having the ability or wherewithal to pursue the challenge").
53. See Loper v. New York City Police Dep't, 999 F.2d 699, 701. See also Dick
Lilly, Homeless Stand Up For Right to Sit on Sidewalks, SEATTLE TIMES, Aug. 13,
1993, at B3; see also Gibbs, supra note 3, at 74.
54. See Philip Carrizosa, Court Won't Block S.F. Police Use of ObstructionLaw,
L.A. DAILY J., Mar. 14, 1985, at 1 (stating that in San Francisco, 94% of the arrests
for obstructing a public sidewalk are dismissed before charges are filed).
55. See id.
56. See discussion infra Part Ill.
57. See discussion infra Part IV.
58. 903 F.2d 146 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 984 (1990).
59. See id. at 164. The relevant part of the regulation reads as follows: "[N]o
person, unless duly authorized ... shall upon any facility or conveyance ... solicit
alms, subscription or contribution for any purpose." N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS.
tit. 21, § 1050.6 (1983).
60. N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 21, § 1050.6(b) (1976).
61. See Young, 903 F.2d at 164.
62. Id. at 153 (quoting Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405, 410 (1974)). The
court added that
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However, the court went on to apply the traditional test for regulation of
"expressive conduct" outlined in United States v. O'Brien.63
The O'Brien test applies "when 'speech' and 'nonspeech' elements
are combined in the same course of conduct,"' and there is also a
sufficiently important governmental interest in regulating the nonspeech
element.' In such cases, the O'Brien test provides that:
[A] governmental regulation is sufficiently justified [1] if
it is within the constitutional power of the government;
[2] if it furthers an important or substantial governmental
interest; [3] if the governmental interest is unrelated to
the suppression of free expression; and [4] if the
incidental restriction on First Amendment freedoms is no
greater than is essential to the furtherance of that
interest.6
This inquiry was made, assuming arguendo, that begging possesses some
degree of communicative nature,67 though not enough to be inextricably
joined to the conduct.s Still, under the facts of Young, the court
concluded that, given the strong governmental interest in providing a safe
subway for the public 9 and the alternative forums available for
panhandlers, the statute met the requirements of the O'Brien test.7'
Additionally, Young justified its use of a mere-rationality level of
scrutiny by recognizing that the subway is neither a traditional nor
[t]he only message that we are able to espy as common to all acts of begging
is that beggars want to exact money from those whom they accost. While we
acknowledge that passengers generally understand this generic message, we
think it falls far outside the scope of protected speech under the First
Amendment.
Id. at 154.
63. 391 U.S. 367 (1968).
64. O'Brien, 391 U.S. at 376.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 377 (numbers added).
67. Young, 903 F.2d at 157.
68. ld. at 153.
69. Id. at 158-60.
70. Id. at 160 (stating that "begging is prohibited only in the subway, not throughout
all of New York City").
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designated public forum.7
Further, the court determined that the
amended regulation permitting organizations to solicit in the subway' did
not create a designated forum.73 Given the narrow holding of Young, 4
as well as the characterization of subways as nonpublic forums, the street

beggar is left with many questions about his First Amendment rights.
These questions began to be addressed in Loper v. New York City Police
Department.75
In Young, the court was reluctant to characterize the communication
aspects of begging as anything more than a generic message designed to
exact funds, consequently falling far outside the scope of protected

speech.76 In Loper, however, the Second Circuit unambiguously stated
that begging involves a form of communication worthy of First

Amendment protection. 7 Because Loper involved a direct challenge to
the broad-based proscription of begging outlined in the New York Penal

Law,78 it was an opportunity for the federal court to deal with the issue
of begging above ground and in public places as a protected First

Amendment activity.79 In a unanimous decision' the court held that the
71. Id. at 161. See also Gannett Satellite Info. Network, Inc. v. Metropolitan
Transp. Auth., 745 F.2d 767, 772-773 (2d Cir. 1984) (holding that although MTA train
stations are not traditional nor designated public fora, they still
may serve as avenues of
First Amendment expression if the expression is appropriate).
72. N.Y. CoMP. CODES R. & REGs. tit. 21, §1050.6(b)-(c) (1989).
73. Young, 903 F.2d at 161-62 (stating that "'[tihe government does not create a
public forum .. .by permitting limited discourse, but only by intentionally opening a
nontraditional forum for public discourse.'" (quoting Cornelius v. NAACP Legal
Defense & Educ. Fund, 473 U.S. 788, 802 (1985)).
74. See id. at 161.
75. 999 F.2d 699 (2d Cir. 1993).
76. Young, 903 F.2d at 154 (stating that "[i]t
is possible to find some kernel of
expression in almost every activity a person undertakes . . . but such a kernel is not
sufficient to bring the activity within the protection of the First Amendment" (quoting
City of Dallas v. Stanglin, 490 U.S. 19, 25 (1989)).
77. Loper, 999 F.2d at 704 (stating that there was "little difference between those
who solicit for organized charities and those who solicit for themselves in regard to the
message conveyed . . . .The distinction is not a significant one for First Amendment
purposes.").
78. Id. at 700. The statute at issue in Loper read in pertinent part, "[a] person is
guilty of loitering when he ... [l]oiters, remains or wanders about in a public place for
the purpose of begging...." N.Y. PENAL LAW § 240.35(1)(McKinney Supp. 1989).
79. Loper, 999 F.2d at 702 (stating that, unlike Young, this statute prohibits begging
throughout New York City and leaves beggars without the means to communicate their
needs).
80. Id. at 701.
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New York statute was inconsistent with the requirements of the First
Amendment."'
In drawing this conclusion, the court applied two tests.2 The court
viewed the lenient O'Brien test as inappropriate because, unlike Young,
the statute in Loper prohibited begging throughout all of New York City,
leaving beggars without alternative means to communicate their individual
Rather, a "forum-based" approach" evinced the
wants and needs.'
determination that the public street is a quintessential public forum;
therefore, any regulation of speech on public property traditionally
available for public expression must be subjected to the highest level of
scrutiny.Y
The Supreme Court first began applying a "public forum" analysis of
First Amendment protection as early as 1972. 1 In Perry Education
Association v. Perry Local Educators' Association,"7 the Supreme Court
explicitly delineated three different categories of property for "public
forum" purposes.88 First, there is property which has traditionally been
Second, there is the
available for public assembly and debate."
nonpublic forum in which "the state, no less than a private owner of
property, has power to preserve the property under its control for the use
to which it is lawfully dedicated."' Finally, Perry established a third
category of property which has been designated a public forum. This is
property that "the state has opened for use by the public as a place for
expressive activity.""' Under this framework, the type of property
81. Id. at 706.
82. Id. at 703-06 (arguing that a forum-based analysis, rather than the O'Brien
analysis, was necessary).
83. Id. at 705.
84. See International Soc'y for Krishna Consciousness v. Lee, 925 F.2d 576, 580
(2d Cir. 1991).
85. Loper, 999 F.2d at 703.
86. See Police Dep't of Chicago v. Mosley, 408 U.S. 92 (1972) (holding
unconstitutional a Chicago ordinance which prohibited picketing within 150 feet of
schools); see generally Robert C. Post, Between Governance and Management: The
History and Theory of the Public Forum, 34 UCLA L. REV. 1713 (1987) (tracing the
development of the public forum doctrine).
87. 460 U.S. 37 (1983).
88. Id. at 45-46.
89. Id. at 45.
90. Id. at 46 (citations omitted).
91. Id. at 45.
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involved in a particular case will determine what restrictions can be placed
on First Amendment rights.'
To satisfy the "forum-based" test in an area traditionally held, or one
designated as, a public forum, the Supreme Court requires that one of two
conditions be met. 3 First, to enforce a content-based exclusion a state
must show "that its regulation is necessary to serve a compelling state
interest and that it is narrowly drawn to achieve that end. "' In the
alternative, the State may enforce "regulations of the time, place, and
manner of expression which are content-neutral, are narrowly tailored to
serve a significant governmental interest, and leave open ample alternative
channels of communication. 95
Because Loper involved areas considered to be traditional public fora,
the court applied the strictest level of scrutiny.' The New York statute
failed all aspects of the strict-scrutiny test. 7 The court stated that there
was no compelling state interest in excluding peaceful begging. 98
Further, the court concluded that a blanket prohibition on begging in all
public places did not serve as a narrowly-tailored means to achieve this
end.'
The total prohibition on begging also made it difficult for the
State to justify its statute as a reasonable attempt to regulate the time,
place, or manner of expression." The full scope of the statute was not
content-neutral,"'1 was not narrowly tailored to meet even a significant
governmental interest, " and left no alternative channels of
communication open for beggars to pursue their expressive activity. 3
In Loper, Judge Roger Miner, writing for the court, concluded that
even under the more lenient O'Brien test "the New York statute does not
pass First Amendment muster."" °4 Under O'Brien, limitations on First
Amendment freedoms must be incidental in nature and the important
92. See Post, supra note 86, at 1750-52.
93. See Perry, 460 U.S. at 45.
94. Id. (citing Carey v. Brown, 447 U.S. 455, 461 (1980)).

95. Id. (citations omitted).
96. Loper, 999 F.2d at 704.
97. See id. at 705.
98. Id.
99. Id.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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governmental interest must not suppress free expression.1 5 The total
ban on begging is not incidental in nature and results in the suppression
of free expression."0 Further, if people are able to continue soliciting
for charitable organizations, no significant governmental interest is served
by precluding others from soliciting for their own personal benefit.'7
A similar examination of beggars' rights was recently conducted in the
Ninth Circuit.10" In Blair v. Shanahan, °9 the same California statute
that was upheld in Ulmer v. Municipal Court of Oakland,"' was found
facially unconstitutional. The two courts conflicted in their interpretation
of the term "accost." 1 Although the legislative history of the statute
indicated that it was aimed at aggressive behavior, the court found that the
practical application of the statute prevented even benign approaches by
beggars as well as stationary appeals for alms.112 Because the statute
failed to specifically define the proscribed acts, it infringed on protected
speech. 3 The Blair court stated that "[i]t is speech that the state bars
with this14 statute, not threatening or intimidating encounters in public
space. "1
While Blair did not receive Supreme Court review, and Loper has not
reached the Supreme Court, if the Court were to review a case involving
begging prohibitions in public fora, its decision would provide a definitive
resolution to the issue of whether broad proscriptions on begging are
permissible at the state level. The "forum-based" analysis outlined in
Perry and applied in Loperprovides a functional test to measure overbroad
statutes that are more restrictive than is essential to further governmental
105. Id. (citing O'Brien, 391 U.S. at 376-77).
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. See Blair v. Shanahan, 775 F. Supp. 1315 (N.D. Cal. 1991), aff'd in part and
dismissed in part, 38 F.3d 1514 (9th Cir. 1994) (dismissing the state's appeal on
procedural grounds), cert. denied, 115 S. Ct 1698 (1995).
109. 775 F. Supp. 1315.
110. 127 Cal. Rptr. 445 (1st Dist. 1976); see supra notes 42-54 and
accompanying text.
111. Compare Blair, 775 F. Supp. 1315, 1324 with Ulmer, 127 Cal. Rptr. 445,

448.
112. See Blair, 775 F. Supp. at 1324-25.
113. Id. at 1325. The court noted that the statute also violated the "Fourteenth
Amendment right to equal protection in that it discriminates 'between lawful and
unlawful conduct based upon the content of the communication.'" Id. (quoting Carey v.
Brown, 447 U.S. 455, 460 (1980)).
114. Id.
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interest.115 If the reasoning applied in either Loper or Blair were to be
upheld by the Supreme Court, they would also provide future guidance for
the construction of narrowly drawn statutes regulating aggressive conduct
that extends beyond speech, expression, and communication. 6 Such
guidance" is necessary to direct the explosion of "aggressive panhandling"
legislation on the municipal and state levels.
IV. AGGRESSIVE PANHANDLING

Although the most common activity utilized in solicitation is begging
or panhandling, 7 these methods have become increasingly more
aggressive."'
Appeals for handouts can escalate into repeated
demands,"' threatening body contact,": slinging obscenities,12 -' and
other intimidating behavior."
The convenience created by the
automatic teller machine (ATM) has also created a target for intimidating
beggars who prey on the vulnerability of customers during streetside
transactions." z The close confinement of public transportation allows
aggressive beggars to capitalize on the no-exit defenselessness of the
riders.l" Passengers often feel trapped into giving. 2"
Automobiles play a large role in modern-era aggressive panhandling
activity. It is common for panhandling to occur as frequently at a traffic
115. See Loper, 999 F.2d at 705-06.
116. See, e.g., Robert Teir, To Salvage Our Public Spaces, WASH. POST, June 23,
1993, at A17 (discussing the Loper and Blair decisions, and advocating "carefully
tailored legislation" aimed at eliminating aggressive panhandling).
117. The term "panhandle" stems from the outstretched arm of a beggar resembling
a pan handle and is defined as "to stop people on the street and ask for money, often
telling a hard-luck story," and "to accost on the street and beg from." WEBSTER'S
THIRD NEw INTERNATIONAL UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY 1630 (1971).
118. See Gibbs, supra note 3, at 73-74. See also Mark Sidran, This is the Best
Tune to Keep the City Alive, SEATTLE TIMES, Aug. 10, 1993, at B5.
119. See Gibbs, supra note 3, at 73-74. See also Sidran, supra note 118, at B5.
120. See Gibbs, supra note 3, at 73-74. See also Sidran, supra note 118, at B5.
121. See Gibbs, supra note 3, at 73-74. See also Sidran, supra note 118, at B5.
122. See Gibbs, supra note 3, at 73-74. See also Sidran, supra note 118, at B5.
123. See April Lynch, New Jordan Strategy on Panhandling, SAN FRANcIsco
CHRON., Aug. 17, 1993, at A15.
124. See Gibbs, supra note 3, at 74; see also Young v. New York City Transit
Auth., 903 F.2d 146, 149-50 (2d Cir. 1990).
125. See Young, 903 F.2d at 149-50.
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light as on a street corner. 126 This form of solicitation creates safety
concerns for the panhandlers as well as the motorists.127 Unsuspecting
drivers may be surprised to find beggars suddenly "cleaning" their
windshield with a dirty rag, a newspaper, or a squeegee in exchange for
Uncooperative drivers may find their windshields badly
a donation."
hanging on to the wiper blade as the
smeared, or find
1 the "squeegee man"

light changes.

2

The panhandling problems in New York City were so prevalent that
Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani was elected 1" after a campaign vow to
begin a police crackdown on "squeegee operators" who menace and extort
The Republican Mayor is a proponent of the "broken
drivers."'
window" thesis of criminologists, 32 which suggests that tolerance of

petty street disorder only invites far more felonious problems-just as a
broken window left unfixed can escalate into a broader decline of the
building and the surrounding neighborhood. 33
Automobiles also play a part in other schemes that involve veiled

threats of damage to motorists' property."3

In Washington D.C.,

126. See, e.g., Matt Neufeld, Days Are Numbered for In-Your-Face Begging,
WASH. TIMES, May 13, 1993, at BI (describing different ways in which panhandlers

attempt to elicit money from motorists).
127. See, e.g., id. (stating that dodging in and out of traffic to approach motorists
poses safety risks to panhandlers).
128. Francis Clines, CandidatesAttack The Squeegee Men, N.Y. TIBS, Sept. 26,
1993, at L39 (describing the practice of cleaning windshields for money and discussing
how, during the 1993 N.Y.C. mayoral election, both David Dinkins and Rudolph
Giuliani promised to crack down on "squeegee operators").
129. Id.
130. Catherine S. Manegold, The 1993 Elections: The Grand Tour, N.Y. TIMES,
Nov. 4, 1993, at B3.
131. See, e.g., Clines, supra note 128, at L39; Sam Roberts, GiulianiAccepts a
Task Mired in Contradictions, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 8, 1993, at B4 (stating that Mayor
Giuliani must live up to a broad range of campaign promises, including ridding the city
of "squeegee men").
132. See, e.g., Clines, supra note 128, at L39.
133. See id. See also Paul G. Chevigny, Begging and the FirstAmendment: Young
v. New York City Transit Authority, 57 BROOK. L. REV. 525,540-43 (1991) (discussing
the connection between panhandling and the "broken window" theory of social disorder
promoted by sociologists James Q. Wilson and George Kelling). For a fuller discussion
of the "broken window" theory of social disorder, see James Q. Wilson & George L.
Kelling, Broken Windows, ATLANTIC MONTHLY, Mar. 1982, at 29.
134. See, e.g., Morenike Efuntade, PanhandlersWarned With Leaflets, WASH.
POST, June 16, 1993, at C3 (describing the District of Columbia's aggressive
panhandling law, which, inter alia, regulates attempts to panhandle money from
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panhandlers approach motorists for protection money to "watch" parked
cars. 135 Panhandling money in exchange for a public parking space has
become

known as

"car jockeying,
" 13
13

an increasing problem

in

Washington D.C. and New York. 1
Many of these illustrations are extreme and involve conduct that easily
lands outside the protection of the First Amendment. However, in an
attempt to address the aggressive behavior that is not directly covered by
existing statutes, municipalities face the more difficult challenge of
defining constitutionally permissible limits through narrowly drawn yet
still aggressive panhandling statutes.13
Currently, many cities across the United States have passed laws that
directly and indirectly prohibit aggressive panhandling.' 3 9 For example,
motorists). See also Craig Horowitz, How Bad Is It?, N.Y. MAo., Oct. 18, 1993, at 6061 (stating that homeless people sometimes set up schemes where they charge money for
metered or municipal parking).
135. See Efuntade, supra note 134 (describing the practice of demanding money in
exchange for allowing motorists to park in metered lots).
136. See id.
137. See id.
138. Ellen Perlman, Cities Try to Tame Pushy Panhandlers,CRAIN CITY & STATE,
Sept. 27, 1993, at 3.
139. See SAN FRANcISco POLICE CODE § 120-1 (1994) (making it "unlawful for
any person on the streets, sidewalks, or other places open to the public ... to harass or
hound anotherperson for the purposeof inducing that person to give money"); SEATTLE,
WASH., MUN. CODE § 12A.12.015(A)(1) (1992) (stating that a "Pedestrian Interference"
ordinance, prohibiting aggressive begging, defines "[a]gressively beg" as intending to
"intimidate another person into giving money"); WASHINGTON D.C. CODE § 22-3306
§ (3)(a) (Supp. 1994) (making it unlawful to "ask, beg, or solicit alms, including money
and other things of value, in an aggressive manner in any place open to the general
public"). See also ATLANTA, GA. CODE, § 17-3006(b) (Supp. No. 51, 1991) (making
it "unlawful, for any person to ask, beg or solicit alms, which include money or other
things of value.. . [a]ccosting another... ."); MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. CODE, tit. 15,
§ 385.65 (1988) (prohibiting interference with pedestrian or vehicular traffic);
PORTLAND, OR. CODE, § 14.24.040 (1994); DALLAS, TX., CITY CODE § 31-35 (1994)
(proscribing solicitation by coercion, including "to persist in a solicitation after the
person solicited has given a negative response ... [and also] to engage in conduct that
would reasonably be construed as intended to compel or force a solicited person to
accede to demandsl-I"); Christine Bertleson, Bill Targets Aggressive City Beggars, ST.
Louis POST-DISPATCH, July 10, 1993, at 3A (stating that the St. Louis ordinance is
"aimed at panhandlers who grab, block or scream at people when asking for money");
Terry Rogers, Mayor UrgesLaw on Pushy Panhandlers,SAN DIEGO UNIoN-TRIB., Aug.
5, 1993, at B-1, B-10 (stating that "[o]ther cities that have passed laws prohibiting
aggressive panhandling include Albuquerque, Seattle, Cincinnati, Dallas, Minneapolis,
Oklahoma City, Tulsa and Portland").
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since 1987, Seattle has the longest-standing aggressive panhandling
statute. "

and the only one to be challenged in court. 141

This

Pedestrian Interference ordinance defines "aggressively beg" as "to beg

with intent to intimidate another person into giving money or goods."142

Recent efforts to strengthen and expand the scope of the ordinance have
The
resulted in a more specific definition of the term "intimidation."1
amended statute now defines intimidation to mean: "to engage in conduct
which would make a reasonable person fearful or feel compelled." 44

Further, similar Seattle ordinances now proscribe a variety of
activities, among them: public urination,

public drunkenness and

possession of alcohol by minors, and sitting on downtown commercial

sidewalks between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. 45 The expansion of these laws

has ignited heated debate between the homeless and their advocates on one
side, and small-business owners and community groups on the other.'"
Following enactment of the new ordinances, the ACLU and Evergreen
Legal Services filed a class-action suit challenging the constitutionality of

the aggressive panhandling ordinance and the ordinance banning sitting on
public sidewalks. In March of 1994, a federal district court found the

ordinances constitutional. 47

Relying on the district court decision, a

Seattle municipal court subsequently upheld the ordinances as well.'"
140. See Seattle v. Webster, 802 P.2d 1333 (Wash. 1990), cert. denied, 500 U.S.
978 (1991).
141. Id.
142. SEATTLE, WASH., MUN. CODE § 12A.12.015(A)(1) (1992).
143. See, e.g., Dick Lilly, City Attorney Details Proposals To Control Street
People, SEATTLE TIMES, Aug. 3, 1993, at B1 (describing efforts by the Seattle City
Attorney to toughen street behavior laws, including a more exact definition of
"intimidation" under the aggressive panhandling ordinance).
144. SEATTLE, WASH., MUN. CODE § 12A.12.015(A)(2) (1992).
145. See, e.g., Constantine Angelos, Opponents of Sidewalk Ordinance File
Challenge, SEATTLE TImES, Nov. 11, 1993, at B1 (describing Seattle's new ordinances
aimed at controlling street behavior and the class action suit filed challenging the
constitutionality of these ordinances).
146. See, e.g., Daryl Strickland, Panhandling Proposal Sparks Hot Debate,
SEATTLE TIMES, Sept. 3, 1993, at B1 (describing initial reactions, both positive and
negative, to Seattle's proposed ordinances aimed at controlling street behavior).
147. See Roulette v. City of Seattle, 850 F. Supp. 1442 (W.D. Wash. 1994); see
infra text accompanying notes 193-206 discussing the Roulette opinion.
148. See, e.g., Jennifer Bjorhus, Law That Bans Sitting on Sidewalks Upheld,
SEATTLE TmES, Nov. 9, 1994, at C1.
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Similar debates are expected in Washington D.C. 49 on the recently
enacted "Panhandling Control Act of 1993."1 This detailed ordinance
defines "aggressive manner" as "[a]pproaching, speaking to, or following

a person in a manner as would cause a reasonable person to fear bodily
harm or the commission of a criminal act upon the person, or upon
property in the person's immediate possession.""' The ordinance also
proscribes touching while begging,152 continuously begging after

receiving a negative response, 5 and blocking passage or forcing evasive
action by pedestrians."'s

Additionally, begging on public transportation

and within 10 feet of automatic teller machines is also prohibited. 55 In
the first seven weeks after the passage of this act, 131 arrests were
made. 5 6
Opponents of the anti-panhandling statutes claim that the legislation
is simply a war on the poor and the homeless.' 5 7 Colonial American
society attempted to protect itself from the effects of poverty by
quarantining indigent people in workhouses or by having them driven out
Similarly,
of communities through the enforcement of "poor laws. ""'
the panhandling laws have been called "political placebos"' 5 9 designed
to placate the voting merchants and community members at the expense
of the non-voting homeless."
149. See, e.g., Neufeld, supra note 126, at BI (describing D.C. Councilmembers
positions regarding the purpose and effectiveness of the aggressive panhandling bill).
150. District of Columbia, "Panhandling -Control Second Congressional Recess
Emergency Act of 1993," D.C. CODE § 22-3306 (Oct. 5, 1993).
151. Id. at § 22-3306 (2)(1)(A).
152. Id. at § 22-3306 (1)(b).
153. Id. at § 22-3306 (2)(1)(e).
154. Id. at § 22-3306 (2)(1)(d).
155. Id. at § 22-3306 (3)(b), (c).
156. Telephone Interview with Lyle Blanchard, Legislative Analyst for James E.
Nathanson, Councilmember-Ward 3, District of Columbia (Nov. 5, 1993) (stating that
of the 131 arrests made between June 8 through July 31, 1993, 58 paid the fine and
forfeited through nonappearance, 73 went to trial where all but 3 were won).
157. See, e.g., Dan Raley, Panhandling Ordinance Closer; Foes Vocal, SEATTLE
POST-INTELLIGENCER, Sept. 24, 1993, at B2 (describing reaction of opponents to
Seattle's panhandling ordinance and other street control laws).
158. See J.AxINN & H. LEVIN, SOCIAL WELFARE: A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN
RESPONSE TO NEED 13 (1975) (discussing the history of the "poor laws" in the United
States during the 18th Century).
159. Cal Thomas,LawsAren't the Answer to PanhandlingProblems, USA TODAY,
June 4, 1993, at 10A..
160. Id.
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Anti-begging laws may actually increase the incidence of homelessness

and indigence by directing attention away from the actual causes of
homeless poverty, namely, the economic and political conditions that have

eroded opportunity and assistance for marginalized Americans."'
Government officials have only recently begun to characterize
homelessness as a large-scale problem with numbers "'far greater than
commonly thought.'" 162 Preventing the homeless from being seen and
heard only further masks the true extent of poverty in this country."
One compelling argument against aggressive panhandling statutes is
that there are already many content-neutral statutes in effect to protect
individuals from the threatening conduct that may accompany aggressive
beggars." 4 For example, the New York Penal Code contains statutes
that proscribe harassment,"
disorderly conduct,"
fraudulent
accosting,167 and menacing. 6" The courts in both Loper and Blair
raise this point to argue against the need for general proscriptions of
begging to protect the public."6 However, intimidating panhandlers do
not usually cross the line to commit formal assault or continue their
threatening behavior long enough to trigger harassment statutes. 70 A
161. Id.
162. DeParle, supra note 2, at Al (quoting a Clinton Administration plan).
163. Id.
164. Helen Hershkoff, At Issue: Aggressive PanhandlingLaws, A.B.A. J., June
1993, at 40.
165. N.Y. PENAL LAw § 240.25 (McKinney Supp. 1993) (stating that "[h]arassment
in the first degree is committed by one who follows another person in or about a public
place or repeatedly commits acts that place the other person in reasonable fear of
physical injury").
166. N.Y. PENAL LAW §§ 240.20(3), (5) (McKinney Supp. 1989) (stating that
"disorderly conduct occurs when one, with intent to cause public inconvenience,
annoyance or alarm, uses obscene or abusive language or obstructs pedestrian or
vehicular traffic").
167. Id. at § 165.30(1) (stating that "[a] person who accosts another in a public
place with the intent to defraud that person of money is guilty of fraudulent accosting").
168. N.Y. PENAL LAW § 120.15 (McKinney Supp. 1993) (stating that "menacing
is committed by a person who, by physical menace, intentionally places or attempts to
place another person in fear of physical injury").
169. See Loper, 999 F.2d at 701-02; see also Blair, 775 F. Supp. at 1324 (stating
that the California Penal Code has many content-neutral statutes to protect the public
from threatening conduct noting, among others, assault, battery, disturbing another by
loud noise, and willful and malicious obstruction of thoroughfares and public places).
170. Roger Conner, At Issue: Aggressive PanhandlingLaws, A.B.A. J., June 1993,
at 41.
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narrowly-defined statute designed specifically for the proscription
of
17
aggressive panhandling would aid in effective enforcement. 1
Aggressive panhandling statutes are also vulnerable to attack for being
unconstitutionally vague and overbroad."7 The test for determining
overbreadth is whether the law on its face prohibits "a real and substantial
amount of constitutionally protected conduct.""7 3
While Seattle's
ordinance survived such a constitutional challenge in City of Seattle v.
Webster,"4 the court stated it was the specific intent reflected in the
language of the statute that saved it from being overbroad, vague, or
unreasonable.175 The legislation, at the time of the challenge, was found
to be sufficiently narrow in scope, satisfactory in its notice provision, and
not susceptible to arbitrary or discriminatory law enforcement.176
It must be noted that Mr. Webster was charged under the section of
the ordinance that prohibited intentional obstruction of pedestrian or
vehicular traffic."7 Consequently, the court's analysis centered on the
pedestrian interference section rather than the aggressive begging section
of the ordinance. However, Justice Utter, in his concurrence, addressed
the issue of begging as constitutionally protected speech." 8 He found
that the "Schaumburg Trilogy" supports the conclusion that begging is
fully protected speech. 7 9
However, a "municipality may apply
reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions on constitutionally
protected begging."" s Without passing on the constitutionality of the
"begging" portion of the restriction, Justice Utter endorsed the limited
application of the ordinance.'
Since the decision in Webster, the
ordinance was amended to further clarify the specific intent requirement
of the aggressive begging section.
The revised version of the Seattle ordinance recently survived
constitutional scrutiny in a decision handed down by the United States
District Court for the Western District of Washington. In Roulette v. City
171. See Teir, supra note 116, at A17 (stating that a narrowly tailored statute not
only aids in effective enforcement against panhandlers, but would also pass First
Amendment muster).
172. Webster, 802 P.2d at 1339.
173. Houston v. Hill, 482 U.S. 451, 458 (1987).
174. 802 P.2d at 1338-40.
175. Id.
176. Id. at 1338.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.

Id. at
Id. at
Id. at
Id. at
Id. at

1334.
1342 (Utter, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
1342-43.
1343.
1344.
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of Seatle," a diverse group of homeless people, individuals, and
organizations joined forces to dispute
the constitutionality of the
"aggressive begging" prohibition." s Although the parties agreed that
1
peaceful begging was entitled to some First Amendment protection,' 4
advocates for the homeless argued that the ordinance violated the First
Amendment because it was overbroad and vague."
The court defended the ordinance, citing two important characteristics
of its language. 86 First, the ordinance required an "intent to intimidate"
be present in order to constitute a violation of the ordinance." 8 In
addition, the ordinance defined "intimidate" as conduct which would make
a "reasonable person fearful or feel compelled. ""'
According to the Roulette court, the limiting construction contained
in the ordinance prevented it from reaching speech protected by the First
Amendment." s The narrow construction of the ordinance appropriately
limited its sweep to prohibit only those threats which would make a
reasonable person fearful of harm."9 Further, the court stated that the
straightforward, common-sense meaning of the language, combined with
the limiting construction, protected the ordinance from challenges of
vagueness as well.1 9'
However, the ordinance also contains a section which sets out a list
of circumstances that may be considered when determining whether an
actor intends to intimidate another person."9 These "suggestions" were
found to create difficulties of both overbreadth and vagueness. 93
Because some of the suggested circumstances describe speech which is
clearly protected by the First Amendment, the ordinance will pass4
constitutional muster only after strildng the "circumstances" section.'
182. 850 F. Supp. at 1442.
183. Id. at 1444.
184. Id. at 1446.

185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.

ld.
Id. at 1452.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 1453.

191. Id.
192. Id.
193. Id. (stating that examples such as touching, following, or directing profane
language toward the solicited individual may also describe protected speech).
194. Id. at 1454.
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The court stressed that this problematic section did not invalidate the
ordinance as a whole."9
The Seattle ordinance, upheld in Webster and Roulette, was viewed by
other courts as a workable alternative to broad-based panhandling
restrictions even before the recent amendments narrowing its scope. In
Loper,1" the court contrasted the limited statute in Webster with the
impermissibly broad proscription on begging enacted by the New York
statute. 197 The court pointed to Webster as an example of "a regulation
that prohibits conduct that extends beyond speech, expression and
communication. "198 As did the Supreme Court of Washington, the
Second Circuit as well relied on the "forum-based" approach in its
analysis of permissible restrictions on panhandling. 19
This "forum-based" approach for assessing restrictions on public
expression-outlined in Perry and applied to begging in Loper and
Webster-provides the most functional test for evaluation of aggressive
panhandling statutes. This test allows that "[t]he State may also enforce
regulations of the time, place, and manner of expression which are [1]
content-neutral, are [2] narrowly tailored to serve a significant
governmental interest, and [3] leave open ample alternative channels of
communication. "'
The Seattle statute is content-neutral because it is aimed at the
secondary effects of the activity and does not seek to control the content
of the expressive conduct. 1 It is narrowly tailored by virtue of the
specific intent language and the clarification of the term "intimidate. "I
The factor of narrow tailoring is satisfied even if the statute is not the
least-restrictive or least-intrusive means of achieving the state's
interest.'
The requirement of narrow tailoring is satisfied "so long as
the . . . regulation promotes a substantial government interest that would
be achieved less effectively absent the regulation."'
Finally, the
195. Id.
196. 999 F.2d 699 (2d Cir. 1993).
197. See id. at 706.
198. Id.
199. See id. at 703-05; see also Webster, 802 P.2d at 1344.
200. Perry, 460 U.S. at 45.
201. See City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, 475 U.S. 41 (1986) (finding a zoning
law that prevented adult movie houses from locating near institutions such as schools to
be content-neutral because it was not aimed at the content of the films, but rather at the
secondary effects of such theaters on the surrounding community).
202. See supra note 175 and accompanying text.
203. Ward v. Rock Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 798 (1989).
204. Id. at 799 (quoting United States v. Albertan, 472 U.S. 675, 689 (1985)).
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statute leaves alternative channels of communication for the peaceful
panhandler.' 5
The panhandler may continue to peacefully solicit
charitable donations in a manner that does not obstruct pedestrian or
vehicular traffic.?
V. CONCLUSION

Loper 7 provides a federal perspective on the First Amendment
protection of begging."
*Review and endorsement by the Supreme
Court would solidify the position that any state legislation with broad
proscription of loitering for the purpose of begging will not withstand
constitutional challenge.'
However, narrowly drawn statutes aimed at
conduct that oversteps the bounds of peaceful begging are permissible as
long as they leave open ample alternative channels of communication.21 °
Invariably, legislators will continue to respond to the public demand for
protection against aggressive panhandlers.
Lawmakers must be
responsible in crafting legislation that addresses dangerous conduct rather
than legislation that simply turns a blind eye to poverty and to the
beggars' right to beg.
Charles Mitchell

205. Telephone Interview with Mark H. Sidran, City Attorney, Seattle, Wash.
(Nov. 8, 1993) (stating that virtually all parts of the city are open to peaceful solicitation
by panhandlers).
206. Id.
207. 999 F.2d 699 (2d Cir. 1993).
208. Id. at 704.
209. See id. at 705-06.
210. See id. at 705.

